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Abstract—Vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communication has
gained renewed interest among research community which
is further signified by the allocation of dedicated spec-
trum and an IEEE standard for their usage in recent
years. However,802.11p, the current IEEE standard for
vehicular communications, has a relatively low multiplicity
(the number of links that it can simultaneously support).
In this work, we propose a new vehicular communi-
cation scheme based on sectored antennas in order to
improve the multiplicity performance. We first show that
a sectored antenna based vehicular communication system
has higher multiplicity than 802.11p. To further enable
multiple transmit sectors to communicate with a receive
node simultaneously in a single receive sector, using an
OFDMA system design, we propose a new sector-specific
pilot design and corresponding channel estimation over
time and frequency domains of the channels corresponding
to various sectors. Finally, the performance characteristics
of the proposed scheme are shown through simulations.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Next generation vehicular communications systems
possess several characteristics which are substantially
different from cellular systems. Such vehicular systems
will have multitudes of simultaneous vehicular to vehic-
ular (V2V) communication links. Other characteristics
include delay-sensitive safety applications, much higher
relative mobility and its effects, different channel and
interference characteristics, and different infrastructure
with corresponding distinct features. These different
requirements and characteristics of vehicular communi-
cations impose a communication system design problem
which is different from the conventional cellular systems.

Overviews of vehicular communication standards in
US and Europe are presented in [1], [2]. The current
standard that deals with vehicular communications is
IEEE 802.11p [3]. It is based on 802.11a with some pa-
rameter scaling for vehicular environments. But there are
still several areas where improvement is desired [4], [5].
[6] aimed at enhancing channel utilization of802.11p.
Beam steering techniques to improve connectivity were
proposed in [7]. In [8], [9], MAC layer improvements
for 802.11p were proposed.

Existing researches on directional antennas focus on
MAC or routing protocols. Either no multipath reflec-
tions are considered and/or no simultaneous links from
one node to many nodes are supported. In [10], vehicles

were treated as switch nodes and a dissemination rout-
ing method was introduced. [11]–[14] proposed MAC
protocols for directional antennas in Ad Hoc wireless
networks. There has been some work on sectored anten-
nas in WLAN scenarios [15].

Despite considerable work in literature focused on
improving higher layer aspects of802.11p, there has
been limited work on improving physical layer aspects
of 802.11p and more so using sectored antennas. The
existing research on V2V communications in the phys-
ical layer mainly focused on channel measurement and
characterization ( [5], [16]–[18] and references therein).
Multi-antenna systems in V2V channels were consid-
ered in [19], [20]. Interference alignment/cancellation
was studied in [21]. However, they are all based on
omni-directional antennas which limit the capacity for
vehicular communications.

In this work, we propose a new approach for mobile
V2V communications by introducing highly directional
sectored antennas into V2V communications. Our aim
is to develop techniques to substantially improve system
multiplicity performance. Our contributions include a
proposed system with high spatial reuse through highly
directional multiple sectored antennas for vehicles, and
pilot design and channel estimation scheme tailored to
such an environment where multiple simultaneous links
are established even within a receive sector.

In the following, we study the improved multiplicity
benefits of a sectored antenna based V2V system, the
tradeoff relationship between coverage range and the
number of simultaneous links and new sector-specific
pilot design and channel estimation scheme. Finally,
simulation results on the performance characteristics of
the proposed system are presented.

II. COVERAGE AND MULTIPLICITY TRADEOFF

With the view that future V2V applications will not be
constrained within nearby vehicles, we consider all pos-
sible/relevant V2V links within the coverage range. Let
us now consider the maximum number of vehicles that
can be supported by802.11p in a basic way. Suppose
each vehicle needs to transmit100 bytes of source data in
every100 ms. For802.11p using QPSK and rate12 chan-
nel code, a vehicle with100 bytes of source (application)



data will require17 OFDM symbols plus preamble of
length equivalent to5 OFDM symbols, hence a total of
22 OFDM symbols or0.176 ms. Each vehicle listens
to the “rendezvous” channel during the first50 ms of
each100 ms frame, and hence the upper limit on the
number of successful links that can be supported by
802.11p over 10 MHz channel is50 ms/0.176 ms =
284. In obtaining these numbers, we assume the cars are
scheduled perfectly without any delay or throughput loss
in medium access and with no guard intervals between
successive communication links. The network efficiency
of CSMA used in 802.11a is around50% [5], and
802.11p will have similar characteristic. As the MAC
delay and throughput loss are quite high for802.11p,
the actual number of cars that can be supported by
802.11p is expected to be much smaller than142 (half
of 284). Within the coverage range of1000 m with 5

lanes and vehicle length of5 m, there can be over800
vehicles when the speed isv = 5 km/h (traffic jam)
and the inter-vehicle distance in time ist = 0.75 s, and
about 160 vehicles whenv = 64 km/h (40 m/h) and
t = 1.5 s. In brief,802.11p is capable of supporting V2V
links of nearby vehicles but may not scale up well for
more general application scenarios of V2V links (beyond
nearby constraint) within the coverage.

The knowledge of the maximum number of vehicles
together with the minimum data rate support for each
link will help in system design. For example, suppose
each vehicle should communicate with every vehicle
within its V2V coverage range of300 m. There are69
vehicles within the300 m coverage range with 5 lanes
and inter-vehicle distance of 1 s at60 km/h vehicle
speed. Then, there are roughly69 ∗ 68/2 = 2346

paired links (equivalently69 ∗ 68 = 4692 unpaired
links) for V2V communications within a300 m coverage
range. Clearly such a huge number of links will cause
unmanageable interference issues, MAC issues, resource
planning issues, etc. The data rate and the number of
simultaneous links per frame for a vehicle shape the
coverage range and vice versa.

III. PROPOSEDSYSTEM AND ITS ADVANTAGE

In this work, we propose a new mobile V2V commu-
nication system equipped with highly directional sec-
tored antennas (up to 18 sectored antennas). We use a
greedy algorithm to estimate the optimum performance
of our proposed system. We consider a highway segment
of 400 m length with6 lanes, and each lane has3.5 m
width. At both sides of the highway, we assume there are
objects that can reflect wireless signals and the distance
between those objects and the nearest lane is half of
the lane’s width, i.e.,1.75 m. Each vehicle uses18
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Fig. 1. An illustration of vehicles with18 sectored antennas

directional antennas with the same sector width of 20
degrees unless mentioned otherwise, and each antenna
uses the same spectrum and transmit power. Using one of
the directional antennas, each vehicle can form a direc-
tional link with another vehicle. Directional links operate
without interfering with other directional links. Frame
length is designed to be relatively small, compared to
a vehicle’s traveling time from one sector to another.
Owing to multiple antennas, multiple simultaneous links
can be established with neighboring vehicles. Fig. 1
shows an example of a highway segment with6 lanes.
We assume each car is in the middle of the lane and the
distance between two successive cars in the same lane
along the horizontal direction is uniformly distributed in
the range[dmin, 2dmin] with dmin = 30 m. To be more
practical, in our simulation we treat the highway segment
as circular such that vehicles at one end are immediate
neighbors of vehicles at the other end.

During a symbol interval, a sector can either receive
or transmit a signal. In the simulation we assume the
antenna radiation outside the intended sector is negligi-
ble, and we consider the cars as small rectangle boxes for
reflection with5 m length and1.8 m width for simplicity.
There also exist other propagation mechanisms such as
deflection, diffraction, etc, and they can appear as mul-
tipath components if coming from the same vehicle or
as a signal from another vehicle within the same receive
sector. Each receive sector in the proposed system can
distinguish signals from different transmit sectors which
will be addressed in later sections. In this section we
simply consider not more than one successful link at
each receive sector, and other signals received at the
considered receive sector will be treated as interferences
to the desired signal.

The parameters we use in the simulation are as fol-
lows. The line-of-sight (LOS) path loss expressions are
obtained from [22, Table II, SLDPL, HOTD] and the



non line-of-sight (NLOS) path loss expression from [22,
Table III, SLDPL, HOTD]. However, the analysis is still
valid for any general path loss model. We consider target
SNR asSNRtarget = 50dB and noise power spectrum is
−204 dBw/Hz. We assume all sectored antennas use the
same transmit power, which makes the expected received
SNR at100 m in LOS to be equal toSNRtarget = 50dB
(effective coverage range is100 m).

Our goal in this section is to find out how many
simultaneous links this system can support when all cars
are equipped with18 sectored antennas and there are
both reflections by cars and the walls along the highway.
The scheme we use to determine which sector can
transmit and which sector should receive is as follows.
First, we derive a path loss matrixG (size18M×18M )
between antennas, whereM is the number of vehicles
on the considered highway segment. We number these
vehicles according to their positions along the highway
from one end to the other end, and the antennas on
each vehicle are numbered clockwise as shown in Fig.
1. So thenth vehicle’s mth antenna is numbered as
18(n − 1) + m. There are total of18M antennas in
the scenario, andG(i, j) is the path loss betweenith
antenna andjth antenna. It is calculated by the LOS
and NLOS path loss equations.

Each sector antenna can serve as a transmitter as well
as a receiver, but one at a time. There are two constraints
for the receiver to detect the signal correctly. One is
that the SINR at receiver side must be larger than a
threshold, the other one is that the desired transmitter
should be the only one using the desired transmit sector
to communicate with this receiver.

The remaining procedure is as follows. We check
every sector antenna one by one and determine whether
it can transmit and if so, to which receive sector antenna.
Next, if the antenna we check is a receive antenna, it
cannot transmit. If not, it can transmit if its interference
effects do not cause SINRs of the existing communica-
tion links to fall below a target SINR, and if it is the only
one using the desired transmit sector to communicate
with the receive sector.

Fig. 2 is the illustration of effective communication
links when we use18 sectored antennas on each vehicle.
The red dashed line indicates the end of the considered
highway segment. As the coverage range is100 m in our
simulation setup and 802.11p uses omni-directional an-
tenna, there are at most2 communication links that can
be supported by an802.11p channel at the same time.
Thus, as shown in Figs. 2, our proposed approach yields
a vast improvement of the number of communication
links compared to802.11p.

In Fig. 3, we simulate the above scenario by varying
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Fig. 2. Simultaneous connection links of vehicles in our proposed
approach with18 sectored antennas (circles = vehicles, lines =
connected links).
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Fig. 3. Number of simultaneous communication links supported by
the proposed approach with different numbers of sectored antennas.

the number of sectored antennas. Simulation settings are
the same as above. We simulate2000 different realiza-
tions under each number of sectored antennas. The result
shows that the number of simultaneous communication
links the system can support generally increases with the
number of sectored antennas. An exception is between
8 sectors and 10 sectors where we observe almost the
same number of simultaneously supported links. This
can be explained as follows. For each car, majority of
its communicating partners are in its front or rear areas.
When the number of sectors changes from8 to 10,
the number of sectors in front and rear areas and their
coverage areas do not change much, thus yielding no
noticeable additional links in our evaluation.



In the following sections, in order to effectively enable
simultaneous transmission from various transmit sectors
to a single receive sector, pilot designs and channel
estimation techniques are proposed.

IV. PILOT DESIGNS

To allow several simultaneous links, we adopt
OFDMA with 256 subcarriers which are divided into
several disjoint subchannels consisting of contiguous
subcarriers. To accommodate for different propagation
distances, channel delay spreads and timing synchroniza-
tion errors, we use a cyclic prefix of 6.4µs (4 times
longer than 802.11p) and subcarrier spacing of about
39.1 kHz (1/4 of that of 802.11p). The total bandwidth
and the CP overhead ratio remain the same as in 802.11p.
Each active link is assigned with a subchannel. In order
for a receive sector to distinguish received signals from
several simultaneous transmit sectors, the correspond-
ing individual channels need to be estimated reliably.
For this, we propose a sector-specific pilot design. For
a given receive node, lethi be the L × 1 discrete-
time lowpass-equivalent channel impulse response vector
(excluding path loss) between the given receive node
and the ith transmit node, whereL is the number
of channel taps. For the NLOS links, we assumehi

consists of independent, circularly symmetric complex
Gaussian entries, i.e.hi ∼ CN (0,Rhi

) whereRhi
is

the channel covariance matrix. For the LOS link, the
channel is distributed similar to the NLOS link, with the
exception that the first tap has mean0.5(1 + j), with
j here representing the imaginary unit, and RicianK

factor of1.414. Let J denote the subcarrier index set of
the considered sub-channel,FL the matrix obtained by
taking the firstL columns of the standard DFT matrix
and F L,J the matrix obtained by selecting only rows
corresponding toJ from FL. Let HJ ,i = FL,Jhi

denote the channel gain vector for the subcarriers of the
desired sub-channel.

In order to select the number of pilot tones, we need to
determine the effective number of taps for the channel
represented byHJ ,i. We obtain it as the number of
significant eigen values ofRHJ ,i

, E[HJ ,iH
H
J ,i] =

FL,JRhi
FH

L,J . For example, withL = 12 and sub-
channel size of15 tones, we notice that most of the
energy is spread among three eigenvalues and thus
three tones would be needed (at the least) to estimate
HJ ,i. Minimum mean squared estimation (MMSE)
interpolation is used to obtain the channel gains over
the remaining tones in the sub-channel and over the
remaining symbols in the frame.

Once we fix the number of pilot tones, we design
using numerical evaluation the pilot tone locations within
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison of different pilot designs (average
channel estimation MSE of the five channels corresponding tothe links
from five different transmit sectors to one receive sector).

the sub-channel. For channel estimation of each transmit
sector, three pilot tones are used as described above.
Within a sub-channel consisting of15 tones, we can
thus enable estimation of five different transmit sector
channels based on one OFDM pilot symbol. The pilots of
different transmit sectors within the same OFDM symbol
are disjoint. The design criterion for pilot tone locations
is minimizing the average of the estimation mean square
errors (MSE) of those five channels. Fig. 4 shows the
average MSE for different pilot designs for the five pilot
sets. The lowest two curves represent the design where
all five pilot sets have equally spaced disjoint pilot tones
(solid line with square marker) or a slight deviation
from that design (dashed line with square marker). The
higher curves (solid and dashed lines with non-square
markers) correspond to designs substantially different
from the above equal-spacing design. We note from the
literature that the design with equi-distant pilot spacing
is among the optimal ones for several full-bandwidth
channel estimators [23]. Although our channel estimator
is only for a sub-channel (not full bandwidth), we
observe a similar result from Fig. 5. Such a design also
offers modularity and simplicity in that pilot locations of
different sectors on the same sub-channel are just shifted
versions of one another. Thus we propose to use equally
spaced pilots within each sub-channel.

If K consecutive pilot symbols are used, the receiving
node can estimate channels from5K different transmit
sectors to one of its receive sector. In order to track
time-varying channels within a frame of several OFDM
symbols, we need to insert pilot symbols in several
location across the frame. The channel estimation MSE



depends on the number of symbols allotted to pilots as
described in the next section.

V. CHANNEL ESTIMATION

The channel estimates on the pilot tones are obtained
by dividing the received pilot tones by the corresponding
transmit pilot tones. To track the frequency-selective and
time-varying channel, the MMSE interpolator is used
to obtain the channel gains on the remaining tones and
on the data symbols within the frame. Let̂P j,i be the
m1 × 1 channel estimates on them1 pilot tones for the
ith user in thejth reserved pilot symbol of the frame
andP̂

′

i = [P̂
T

j1,i
, P̂

T

j2,i
, P̂

T

j3,i
, . . . , P̂

T

jm2 ,i
]T , wherem2

denotes the number of OFDM pilot symbols allocated for
each transmit sector within a frame. LetĤ

(n)
k,i denote the

interpolated channel on thekth tone in thenth OFDM
symbol within the frame, for theith user andΛ(n)

k,i denote
the corresponding error in the estimate. Then, using the
MMSE interpolation,Ĥ(n)

k,i is given by

Ĥ
(n)
k,i = C

H
(n)
k,i

P̂
′

i

C−1

P̂
′

iP̂
′

i

(P̂
′

i − µ
P̂

′

i
) + µ

H
(n)
k,i

(1)

whereCxy , E[(x− µx)(y − µy)
H ] is the covariance

matrix betweenx andy, andµx , E[x] is the mean of
vectorx. The channel estimation MSE is then given by

E[|Λ
(n)
k,i |

2] = C
H

(n)
k,i

H
(n)
k,i

− C
H

(n)
k,i

P̂
′

i

C−1

P̂
′

iP̂
′

i

CH

H
(n)
k,i

P̂
′

i

. (2)

The derivation for the various terms in the above expres-
sion is included in the appendix.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Simulation Setting

For the current simulation setup, one LOS node and
three NLOS nodes communicate simultaneously with
the same receive antenna sector of a receive node on
the same sub-channel. The receive node is relatively at
rest at the origin. The LOS and three NLOS nodes are
selected such that their distance is random between30 m
and50 m. To study the physical layer characteristics, a
two slope path loss model is used with the LOS path
loss parameters obtained from [22, Table II, SLDPL,
HOTD] and NLOS path loss parameters from [22, Table
III, SLDPL, HOTD].

OFDMA with N = 256 subcarriers and30 OFDMA
symbols per frame is used. Communication within only
one sub-channel consisting of 15 tones is considered,
whereJ denotes the set of tones1 to 15. The analysis
can be extended to other sub-channels too. Three pilot
tones are reserved for each transmit sector on a pilot
symbol and there are four pilot symbols within a frame
for each transmit sector. Transmitter power control is

used to compensate for the path loss of each node.
For a given SNR, the transmit power for each NLOS
and LOS link is adjusted such that the given average
SNR is observed at the receiver. The three NLOS links
are referred to by NLOS1, NLOS2 and NLOS3. The
underlying time-domain channels haveL = 12 taps and
follow exponential power delay profile. For LOS link,
the first tap is Rician distributed and the remaining taps
are Rayleigh distributed, while for the NLOS links, all
taps are Rayleigh distributed. The channel correlation
over time follows Jake’s model with mobile speed of 120
km/h (to show capability in challenging highly mobile
environments). Channels are generated independently
after every block of four frames, i.e.,120 symbols.
Symbol period is32 µs (including cyclic prefix) and
carrier frequency isfc = 5.9 GHz.

The proposed system uses a sector angle of20◦,
and hence a total of18 sectors. The antennas pattern
gain (in dB) isA(θ) = −min[12( θ

θ3dB
)2, Am], where

θ (−180◦ ≤ θ < 180◦) is defined as the angle between
the direction of interest and the boresight of the antenna,
θ3dB is the3 dB beamwidth in degrees, andAm is the
maximum attenuation. For our simulation testing, we use
θ3dB = 11.67◦ andAm = 27.5 dB.

Data is encoded using half rate convolutional coding
with same parameters as802.11p and interleaved. QPSK
modulation is employed on all subcarriers. At the re-
ceiver side, soft output maximum likelihood detection is
employed followed by deinterleaving and soft Viterbi
decoding. Unless otherwise specified, for any given
SNR, a10dB additional power is used for the pilots for
better channel estimation.

In all the simulations, we define a parameter∆ which
is the SNR difference between the LOS and each of the
three NLOS links, i.e. if LOS is at SNR= x dB, the
three NLOS are at SNR ofx − ∆ dB. In the figures,
only the results for NLOS1 among the NLOS nodes are
plotted since the other two NLOS nodes, NLOS2 and
NLOS3 are at the same SNR as NLOS1 and the results
are similar to those seen in the NLOS1 case.

B. Bit Error Rate (BER)

The BER performances for two values of∆ = 10dB
and ∆ = 20dB are shown in Fig. 5. Increased SNR
gives improved BER for both LOS and NLOS nodes.
The flat BER curves of NLOS node at low LOS SNR
values are simply due to very low SINR values of NLOS
node. LOS node achieves a coded BER equal to10−3

at SNR of about30 dB for ∆ = 10dB and at SNR of
18dB for ∆ = 20dB. The BERs obtained with perfect
channel knowledge are also included to show the effect
of imperfect channel estimation. The effect of imperfect
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channel estimation/interpolation on BER is significant
only at high SNRs. This indicates that the interference
due to higher data powers multiplying the lower channel
estimation errors at high SNRs is more significant than
the interference due to lower data powers multiplying
the greater channel estimation errors at lower SNRs.

In Fig. 6, uncoded and coded BERs are plotted over a
wide range of∆ values at LOS SNR of20dB and30dB.
The LOS BER improves while NLOS1 BER degrades
with increasing∆. We also see that coded BER of10−3

or better is achieved for all LOS and NLOS nodes at
SNR= 30dB and∆ = 0dB.

C. Further Discussion

The simulations setup above included all4 nodes
transmitting simultaneously on the same sub-channel
with the receiver trying to detect all the four links
as well. The BER performance could be improved by
reducing the number of users allowed to simultaneously
transmit on the same sub-channel. We note here that
the 802.11p system is designed to allow only one user
to transmit at a given time on a specific channel. In
addition, although the performance of the proposed
approach is presented using a small sector angle of
20◦, which ensures a high multiplicity and spatial reuse,
our design can quite flexibly be adapted to other wider
sector angle scenarios or higher segmented antennas in
front and rear and lower segmented antennas to the
side which will enable lower complexity. Next, during
initial link establishment, transmitters can use a few
subchannels spaced further apart in frequency to capture
diversity against fading. But during data transmission
phase, a single subchannel can be selected by exploiting
channel knowledge. If higher data rate is desired with
shorter delay, the proposed system has flexibility of
using several subchannels. Finally, the cost of directional
antennas is small compared with the value of a car and
will decrease substantially after mass production. Thus,
due to the great multiplicity gains and good performance
obtained with a proper design, the proposed system
offers a viable solution to vehicular communications in
environments where very high multiplicity is required.

VII. C ONCLUSIONS

We presented a new vehicular communication system
that uses directional (sectored) antennas and OFDMA
transmission scheme. We first showed the relatively
low multiplicity performance of IEEE802.11p stan-
dard along with the multiplicity benefits possible with
a vehicular communications system using directional
antennas. Using an OFDMA system model, new sector-
specific pilot designs and corresponding estimators for
the channels were proposed. The proposed pilot designs
enable simultaneous detection of multiple users on the
same subchannel at the same time. As evident from
the substantial performance improvement of the pro-
posed system by means of large spatial reuse gain via
highly directional antennas, together with transmission
and receiver processing algorithms for enabling such
system, this work offers promising technologies for
future vehicular communication systems.

APPENDIX

For the MMSE interpolator, we have
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whereβj,i , γi(pj,i − n), γi(x) , J0(2πfDi
Tsym(x)),

p1,i, p2,i, ..., pm2,i are the pilot symbol indices within
the frame for theith user,J0(.) is the bessel function
of zeroth order,µhi

= [0.5(1 + j),01×L−1]
T (j here

refers to imaginary unit) for LOS link andµhi
= 0L×1

for NLOS1 link, µ
P̂

′

i
=

[

(F Ii
µhi

)T , (F Ii
µhi

)T ,

(F Ii
µhi

)T , (F Ii
µhi

)T
]T

and ⊗ is the Kronecker
product operator. Next,C

P̂
′

iP̂
′

i
is given by equation

(7) (shown at the top) whereαi , F Ii
Rhi

FH
Ii

,
βi , S−1

i RNS−1
i , Si is the diagonal matrix with

pilot symbols of ith user on its diagonal andRN is
the noise covariance matrix. Using (4),(5), and (7), we
can simplify the MSE result in (2).
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